LOLA
As recorded by The Kinks
(From the 1970 Album LOLA VERSUS POWERMAN AND THE MONEY)

Transcribed by destinova13@hotmail.com

Moderately Slow Rock \( \frac{3}{4} = 76 \)

A Intro

B 1st Verse

C|G 7|E 7|C 4|G 7|E 7|C 4|
D|A 7|E 7|C 4|A 7|E 7|C 4|
E|G 7|E 7|C 4|G 7|E 7|C 4|

Transcribed using the Power Tab Editor by Brad Larsen. http://powertab.guitarnetwork.org
2nd Bridge

A\(^v\), G\(^m\), B\(^\#\mbox{II}\)

4th Verse

A, D

Gtr I

Gtr II